We present a new method for first person sketch-based editing of terrain models. As in usual artistic pictures, the input sketch depicts complex silhouettes with cusps and T-junctions, which typically correspond to non-planar curves in 3D. After analysing depth constraints in the sketch based on perceptual cues, our method best matches the sketched silhouettes with silhouettes or ridges of the input terrain. A deformation algorithm is then applied to the terrain, enabling it to exactly match the sketch from the given perspective view, while insuring that none of the user-defined silhouettes is hidden by another part of the terrain. We extend this sketch-based terrain editing framework to handle a collection of multi-view sketches. As our results show, this method enables users to easily personalize an existing terrain, while preserving its plausibility and style.
erative diffusion-based terrain deformation method. The main 64 contributions of that earlier paper [21] are:
65
• An algorithm for ordering strokes in a complex, perspec-66 tive sketch with respect to their distance from the camera.
67
• A method for matching terrain features with user-specified 68 silhouettes, drawn from a given first-person viewpoint. This paper provides an in-depth discussion of the branch- We begin by summarising related work (Section 2). We 95 then give an overview of our whole system (Section 3), be- [4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9] . Alternatively, river net-128 work generation can be incorporated in the procedural method 129 [25, 16] . In particular, Genevaux et al. [16] or from an arbitrary viewpoint [27] . The main limitation is that 170 generated terrains typically lack realistic details.
171
In contrast, Zhou et al. [12] field by connecting adjacent terrain points (x, y, altitude(x, y)).
218
Users are able to navigate on a 3D rendering of the existing 
229
• Each of these terrain silhouettes should be visible, i.e. not 230 hidden by any other part of the terrain.
231
• The deformed terrain should not have artifacts nor con-232 tain unrealistic deformations, from any other viewpoint.
233
Our solution consists of five steps, illustrated in Figure 2 . Figure 3: An input sketch (top) and the different steps of the sweeping algorithm used for scanning the sketch, labelling T-junctions and ordering strokes (bottom). As a result, stroke 3 is detected to be in front of stroke 2, which is itself in front of stroke 1. Note that the stroke colouring at the top is for illustration purposes only, the input sketch being unlabeled.
Analysing complex terrain sketches

268
In this section, we explain how depth ordering of silhouette 269 strokes is extracted from the user sketch.
270
The different silhouette strokes in the input sketch first need and we label q s as (in-front-of, r).
306
In the absence of T-junctions, stroke ordering is determined Moreover, for each point q ∈ f , its altitude is modified as fol-
384
We used this deformed version of the feature to associate the 385 following cost E( f, s) to each feature f with respect to stroke s:
where w i are weights, f p is the projection of f on the stroke Figure 5 : Energy minimization. We use a branch and bound search scheme to find the best stroke-feature matching that minimizes the total cost. Each stroke (in this example, s 1 , s 2 , s 3 ) has a priority list of potential candidate features, ordered from the most to the least preferable. Here s 1 has four candidates, s 2 has three and s 4 has five. Note how assigning one feature to a stroke often invalidates some features for subsequent strokes. Moreover, if a stroke no longer has a valid feature it can be assigned to, the corresponding branch has an infinite cost. Once a solution is found, branches that are guaranteed to have a cost higher than the current optimal solution are not explored (indicated in gray). The asterisk ( * ) indicates the current best solution.
signed to discard non-optimal solutions early on. Here, we use for an optimal solution, given a sketch with 3 strokes.
460
It is possible for a feature to be the first choice in the prior- 
Stroke in world space
468
The previous minimization gives us, for each stroke s, an 469 associated terrain feature f . However, the stroke s has its points 470 in screen space, whereas the points of f are in the world space.
471
Our goal is to place the stroke in the world space, in order to de- 
491
We address this problem by extending 3D features assigned 492 to strokes at both endpoints along their tangents, until they reach : Completing selected features: after matching 2D strokes to terrain features, we extend these features until they reach the surface of the terrain, to ensure a smooth transition from specified silhouettes to the terrain.
Terrain deformation
In the previous section, we analysed terrain features and solver similar that used by Hnaidi et al. [14] .
514
More precisely, for each point p = (x, y, z) of the stroke in 515 the world space, we compute δ = z − H(x, y), and set it as a dis-516 placement constraint. The constraints are rasterised on a grid,
517
whose resolution is equal to the terrain resolution. After hav-
518
ing set the constraints of all strokes, we perform the diffusion,
519
which gives the displacement map M.
520
The displacement is finally applied on the terrain height The new deformation constraints from the lowered protrud-553 ing silhouettes are added to the set of constraints associated to 554 the sketched silhouettes, and the terrain is deformed once again 555 using the method of Section 6.1. This operation maintains the 556 user-specified silhouettes while lowering areas around the un-
557
wanted protruding silhouettes, so that user specifications are 558 satisfied.
559
The process of detecting protruding silhouettes and using 560 this information to further constrain the terrain is repeated un-561 til protruding silhouettes are no longer detected. In practice, a 562 single iteration is usually sufficient to make all user-specified 563 silhouette strokes visible. If the indicated terrain features (shown in dashed lines) are assigned to each stroke and deformed to fit the user-specified heights, then either the silhouette created by B1 will be protruding viewed from A, or the silhouette created by A1 will be protruding viewed from B.This situation can only be avoided if the section of stroke A1 visible from B has the same height values as B1.
Handling multi-view sketches
565
With respect to our earlier work [21] , we improve our frame-566 work to support multi-view sketches from different viewpoints.
567
We assume that the sketches provided by the artist do not cross discussed here provides a guarantee that each generated silhou-591 ette will fit the corresponding user strokes, with no other silhou-
592
ette protruding when seen from the corresponding viewpoint.
593
To handle non-intersecting multi-view sketches, we first pro- 
635
In particular, Figure 9 shows editing of a terrain with a complex based methods in that non-planar silhouettes can be generated 641 from planar user-sketched strokes. This is illustrated in Figure   642 11. Moreover, the method is robust enough to support terrains nent silhouettes appearing in front of user-specified silhouettes.
708
In addition, the silhouettes we generate are non-planar, since 709 they are matched with the depth of the associated terrain fea-710 tures ( Figure 13(h, i) ). This makes the resulting terrains look 711 much more natural when seen from above. 
Conclusion
761
We presented a sketch-based modelling method enabling Comparing terrain deformation with feature-based constraints (our method) against editing from planar curve constraints (standard method). The final output produced by our deformation scheme has less prominent terrain silhouettes appearing between the camera position and the user-specified silhouettes, and thus is closer to the user intent.
